What are the benefits of accessibility? We can look at hard outcomes like mortality, morbidity, and costs of care or at softer outcomes like patient satisfaction. We may also explore the effects of different types of access to the doctor and factors that enhance and impede access. This view can help guide our practice and suggest further fruitful avenues for health services research.

There are seven factors that make up accessibility. These include availability (the volume and type of service related to needs, like the number of doctors per population), geographic access (the distance need to travel to reach care), accommodations to need (including organization of appointment systems, out of office hours care, and home visits), affordability (including financial barriers like co-payment), acceptability (patient satisfaction), utilization (how much care people consume), and equality. Each of these factors can promote or inhibit access to care with important effects on outcomes of care. Better access is associated with increased continuity of care, comprehensiveness, quality of care, equity in health, population health, professional quality of life, patient satisfaction, decreased costs, and the strength of primary care. With consistent evidence from multiple sources in many countries, it makes sense to pay attention to access.

How can we improve access to our services? Clinics in the US and the UK have adopted the Portuguese policy of open access to clinics with good results. The ‘consulta aberta’ means that patients with urgent problems will have access on the same day to their own physician or to a physician designated to see the patients of the other members of the team (called ‘inter-substitution’). Continuity of the electronic medical record is helpful in this regard.

Another approach is to work longer hours. Most clinics are open during daytime business hours but all have an out of office hours (OOH) service policy. Medi-
cine is a 24-hour a day affair. This is especially important for younger, working patients with long commuting times to work who feel that they have poorer access to general practice services. Out of office hours services are important because they have been shown to decrease unnecessary emergency room visits and hence hospital admissions. We showed how 24-hour access to the same physician over time significantly reduced hospital admission rates from a general practice, especially for infants and the elderly.

However it is not just any OOH service that will do. Patients prefer to see their own doctor, or members of the medical care team that they know, if they need to use night or weekend services. Some patients value continuity over rapid access. They prefer to see their own doctor for routine care of chronic conditions, though anyone will do in an emergency. While patients may define their need for some care as ‘urgent’, an analysis of the content of these visits shows that familiar conditions are represented, largely acute respiratory infections and common musculoskeletal complaints.

Technology, both simple and complex, can improve access to care and clinical outcomes. Medical care by telephone has been well-studied. Bunn showed that 50% of calls to the doctor can be effectively managed on the phone alone and that the telephone can reduce the number of office visits. The quality of telephone care may be no worse than office care. Telephone review of asthma patients can increase access because more people are assessed with shorter consultation times. There are no differences in clinical outcomes or satisfaction between those followed in the office or by phone.

Effective telephone triage by an experienced health professional has been shown to reduce visiting rates to after hours’ services but patients are often dissatisfied with telephone contact. This is especially true if telephone triage is seen as a barrier to seeing the physician. It may also be because telephone contacts may be more bio-medically oriented and less patient centered.

Telemedicine is the new frontier for increasing access to medical care through technology. In Northern Ontario in Canada, where long distances and a harsh climate in winter impede access to medical care, telemedicine services with live video chat from studios in remote location with doctors in the South has been shown to improve access, clinical outcomes, and patient satisfaction.

The rising popularity of electronic communication between doctors and patients has given a boost to easy access. Doctors using asynchronous communication like e-mail have the option of responding to a patient’s request at a time and place that is convenient to them. The complete text of the exchange is recorded and can be integrated into the medical record. This form of communication has been found to be therapeutic if appropriate writing techniques are used. Payment systems need to take the value of this form of service into account.

Improving access to medical care is on both the public and the professional agenda. We need to devote more energy to demonstrating the benefits of improved access as well as investing in practical research to develop new methods to help patients get the care they need. Reports of studies of this nature will find a platform for publication in this journal.
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